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What is the topic of my project and why have I 
chosen this topic?�
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Here are 3 web pages that are relevant to my topic: 

• The first web page is: 
jord/11/01/1999/news/nba/basketball/com.cnn.sportsillustrated://http

tirementan_re� 
  
This web page has all information and explains the topic. It has a lot 
of picture and links. The information was accurate, when I read it I 
seems it accurate to me, and the answer to my question is here. I can 
read it, it was easy to read. 
Rating: 95 
 

• The second web page is: 
http://studentweb.tulane.edu/~nsinvil/nick2.html 
 
This web page not has all information but it gives some thing to my 
topic. It has a lot of picture but not has links. The information 
accurate is probably but not sure. It was easy to read. About the 
author, seems ok but can’t really tell. 
Rating: 80 
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The third web page is: 
 http://www.weekdayshopper.com/shop/micheal-jordan-jerseys.cfm 
 
This web page is not the page that I can found the important 
information for my topic; its right has a lot of pictures and links but 
not to my topic. This site does not answer my research questions. 
Rating: 0  
Conclusion: 
  
   I chose the first site to be the 1st web page because it has all 
information and best of information and has nice picture, and I put 
the other site in second, because it not has all information for my 
topic but has some thing to explain the idea, at last I chose the third 
web page in end because It not has any thing to explain my topic it 
has information for other thing. 
 
 

The web pages were evaluated by this table: 
 

Is the information 
accurate? 

Yes Probably Maybe not 

Is information 
relevant? 

Yes It is revenant but 
doesn't give 
answer 

No 

Readability Easy Hard  Impossible for 
ESL student  

Are the graphics 
helpful? 

Helpful Hard to 
download  

no graphics 

Navigation Easy to browse  Info is there, but 
not easy to find 

No navigation 
aids 

 


